Welcome to Linfen of China
The Big Pagoda Tree Garden of Hongtong
National 5A-class Scenic Spot

Located in the northwest of Hongtong county town, the Big Pagoda Tree Garden is not only a
famous immigrants relic tracing back to the Ming dynasty, but also a holy spot for millions of
descendants of those who used to live around this Big Pagoda Tree to seek the roots of their
family tree and worship their ancestors. As the key part of worshiping activities, Ji Zu Tang,
the biggest temple of China for civic worshiping, has 1,230 memorial tablets honoured in it,
which makes it the ancestral temple that includes the most Chinese surnames. A lot of
evidences during immigration time are displayed in Historical sites area, featuring memorial
archways, the Relic of First-generation Big Pagoda Tree, the Second and Third-generation
Pagoda Tree, Buddhist Stone Pillars, ancient post road, Guangji Temple, etc

Jin Guo Museum
National Key Cultural Relic Protection Unit
Located in the northeast of Quwo county town, Jin Guo Museum was built next to “Qu
country--Tian Ma Relics”. All the exhibitions are divided into three different themes,
exhibition of Jin state history, exhibition of discovery of the relic, exhibition of horse and
chariot pits. In additionally, 48 chariots and about one hundred horses were discovered in
No.1 pit, which makes it the biggest pit during Western Zhou Dynasty, among all the pits had

been discovered in China. What makes it more special is that the pit is even 600 years earlier
than the Terra-Cotta Warriors and Horses of emperor Qin's tomb.
Yao Temple

National 4A-class Scenic Spot
Provincial Cultural Relic Protection Unit
Located on Qinshu Road of Yaodu district, the temple was built during Western Jin Dynasty.
Since then it gradually became a temple for successive emperors to hold national worship
towards Emperor Yao and for civic worship towards Emperor Yao, Shun and Yu, so the
temple is also be called as “Three-sages Temple”. With a history more than 1700 years, this
is a national temple of Chinese ancestor, reflecting China's five-thousand-year-old
civilization. Inside of the garden, there are Wufeng Lou, Guangyun Dian, Wanshou Gong,
Yaozi Bilang, etc.

Dingcun Relics
National Key Cultural Relic Protection Units
In the Dingcun of Xiangfen County, it is standing by the both side of Fenhe river. Dingcun
Relics had a history from middle Stone-Age. Also, it has a significant position in Chinese
Stone Age culture. The items unearthed from here includes about two thousands of
Palaeolithic, 28 kinds of mammal fossils. Besides, three teeth fossils belonged to early homo
sapiens were also been found. They were called as Dingcun People for the place where they
been discovered. The figure of Dingcun People was somewhere between modern sapiens and
Ape Men, and with their shovel-shaped incisors, they were similar with the modern
Mongolians, while far different from the white people.

Hukou Waterfall
National 4A-class Scenic Spot
National Scenic Areas
National Geological Park
This 100-squared meter scenery is in the Jinshan canyon, which is about 25 kilometres away
from Jixian town. This is the part where the approximately 300-meter-width Yellow River is
suddenly squeezed into a narrow stone groove, which has a 30 meters fall. It looks like the
water was being poured through a gigantic spout, and that's why people named the waterfall
as Hukou. Hukou Waterfall is the largest yellow waterfall around the world, and due to
combined affection of water and seasons, you will be able to see the following different
wonders: rainbow connecting to the sky, smoke uprising underwater, thundering inside the
groove and sailing on earth.

Yunqiu Mountain
National 4A-level scenic spot
Provincial scenic spot
Located in Guanwangmian town, this 35-square-kilometer mountain, also known as “the
north peak” or Kunlun during ancient times, is about 1600 meters high. With charming hills,
lush trees, variety of plants and unique natural scenery, the Ynqiu Mountain has quite a
reputation as “the best attraction along Fenhe River”. This was the place where Tangyao,
Yushun, Xiayun originally admired mountains and observed stars during ancient times; the
way of medium was rooted and grown; Longmen Clan of Chinese Taoism was derived and

spread, so people say that ”just as there is Wudang Mountain in the south, there is Yunqiu
Mountain in the north”.

Qili Valley
National Forest Park
On the north side of Huoshan Mountain, in Huozhou city, the Qili Valley is featured by Larch
Forest, which are mainly seen in north China. There are marvellous mountains, limpid brook,
charming hills and stones; there is natural grass stretches away to meet the sky, primary forest
provides shade to the earth and stretches its branches to the sky. The rate of forest coverage
here is up to 95 percent, so it also have a good reputation of "the best green fresh air for the
lung to breath in north China” and “natural oxygen bar”.

The China Gate
National 4A-class Scenic Spot
Located in the centre of Tao Temple tourism region, floor space of the gate is 22000 square
meter. About architectural style, it majored in the style of Qin and Han Dynasty, combining
with other dynasty. As to function, it can be used both as historical memorial and tourism
site. Named as “the gate of Chinese civilization”, there are 12 major sites: Long-standing
History, prosperous China since open-up, the sun of Yao and the earth of Shun, Orient
Dragon, Interlinked Nine Dings, the largest red couplets, sprite of Chinese, light of
civilization, Look Beyond the Horizon, Honour the Ancestors and Families, The China Gate
Bell, Night of The China Gate.

Guangsheng Temple
National Key Cultural Relic Protection Unit
It is located in the south foot of Huoshan Mountain, 10 kilometres away from Hongtong
town. Guangsheng Temple, constituted with upper temple, lower temple and the Water God
Temple, was built in the first year of Jianhe's governance during Eastern Han dynasty. The
Temple is known to the world relying on three rear treasures, Glazed tower of Flying
Rainbow; mural of traditional operas during Yuan dynasty, which is one of the great
achievements during ancient China; Golden Sutra of Zhaocheng Town, which is the only
existing one in the world.

